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Questions You Probably Don't Ask

● Do you ever wonder 
– If DNS still works today?
– If your files are really files?
– If binary-search works the same today as yesterday?
– If grep will give the same results today as yesterday?
– If your compiler will produce the same thing with the same input?

● Why not?



Moving The Industry Forward

● Software moves forward via things that 
– Can be finished
– You can rely on – they work and keep working
– Solve one  problem – composable things
– Are efficient – do as little as the problem requires
– Have as few possible failure modes as possible



Q&A

What stops people from 
writing things like that?



To Understand Java Today

● It helps to understand a science fiction 
movie from 1979



To Understand Java Today

● In the late 20th century, Earth launches 
a small, useful thing



To Understand Java Today

● It gets discovered by aliens...

● They are nice aliens...

● They try to help Java on its mission



To Understand Java Today

● Mostly they just make it bigger



To Understand Java Today

(A LOT bigger)



To Understand Java Today

Deep inside is still this small useful thing



To Understand Java Today

● In the late 20th century, Java is launched
● It is a small useful thing



To Understand Java Today

● It gets discovered by enterprises...

● And people who make money from 
enterprises...

● They try to help and improve it



To Understand Java Today

● Mostly they just made it bigger



Where We Went Wrong
● Premature standardization

– Nobody knew what the web would be in 1999

● Marketecture
– Your bean wakes up and says 'Hey! I'm in a word processor!' - say what?

● Componentization at the wrong level
– Objects are too small a unit of reuse

● Grabbing things that were lying around and calling it architecture
– Threads for I/O?  Really?

● Making everything a nail, so all you need is a hammer
– It's EJBs all the way down!



Q&A

JavaBeans Are an 
Antipattern



JavaBeans Are An Antipattern

● JavaBeans were created for GUI builders
– Need to be mutable to change what the UI shows
– Completely wrong for modelling data unless it really must change
– If it must change, there are probably things that change together

– Look for objects with the same lifecycle
– Most of the time, replacing the whole data model is cheap

● Setters are evil
– If it should not change after construction time, don't make that possible

– If you make it possible, you must assume forever that somebody is calling it

● Overridable setters are worse evil
– Can be called from super constructor, before object is initialized



JavaBeans Are An Antipattern

● Terrible problems with this:
public class Bean {
    private String value;
    public String getValue() {
        return value;
    }
    public void setValue(String value) {
        this.value = value;
    }
}

● The value is null by default, and no guarantee that it won't be
– All users must check, or you assume your code is bug-free

● Too much text, too little utility
– Not thread-safe
– Verbose:  Two words have meaning: “String value“.  The rest is unnecessary noise
– It is not nice to humans to make them write (or read) noise-code



JavaBeans Are An Antipattern

● This is actually worse:
public class Bean {
    private String value;
    public String getValue() {...}
    public void setValue(String value) {this.value=value;}

    public boolean equals (Object o) { return o instanceof Bean ? Objects.equals(value, ((Bean) 
o).value) : false; }

    public int hashCode() { return value == null ? 0 : value.hashCode(); }
}

● Now the object's identity can change on the fly
– In a Set, very bad things can happen

● hashCode() can throw a NullPointerException
– Another thread nulls value between the value==null test and value.hashCode()



JavaBeans Are An Antipattern

● But wait, it gets worse!
public class Bean {
    private String value;
    public synchronized String getValue() { //this makes it thread-safe, right?
        return value;
    }
    public synchronized void setValue(String value) {
        this.value = value;
    }
    public boolean equals(){...} public int hashCode() {...}
    public String toString() { return getValue(); };
}

● toString() calls a synchronized method.  Guess what can deadlock?
Logger.log (Level.FINE, “Look here {0}“, new Object[] { bean });

● This is not a theoretical problem!  Just use JDK's (evil) FileLogger...



JavaBeans Are An Antipattern

Or you could make it as simple as it should be...

public class ImmutableBean {
    public final String value; // yes, public. Getters are not magic!
    public ImmutableBean(String value) {
        assert value != null;  // limit its state to having a value
        this.value = value;
    }
}

...and the problems disappear



Q&A

Inheritance Breaks Your 
Brain



Inheritance Breaks Your Brain

● Say you like coffee



Inheritance Breaks Your Brain

● Say you like coffee
● And toast



Inheritance Breaks Your Brain

● Say you like coffee
● And toast
● And inheritance

– ToasterCoffeePot!



Inheritance Breaks Your Brain

● What you need is something like this



Inheritance Breaks Your Brain

● But people get taught 
to build the 
ToasterCoffeePot 
instead



Inheritance Breaks Your Brain

● You get used to thinking in is-a relationships
● You stop thinking about has-a relationships

– You forget that has-a is usually more powerful

● Building logic up out of subclasses is seductive
– Until you need to use one piece of logic without the rest

– You really have two things pretending to be one



Inheritance Breaks Your Brain
We have a parent project and a child project. The child project is a customization of the parent project, where some 
of the interfaces in parent project will have different implementation classes. What I was thinking that we could do 
was to subclassing a Module as:

class MyModule extends AbstractModule {

  protected void configure() {

    bind(Interface1.class).to(Class1.class);

    bind(Interface2.class).to(Class2.class);

    ...

  }

}

class SubModule extends MyModule {

  protected void configure() {

    super.configure();

    bind(Interface2.class).to(Subclass2.class);

  }

}                                                                   http://j.mp/1j504Kt



Q&A

Application Servers are a 
Historical Relic



Application Servers

● 1995 – NetDynamics – First Java Application Server
● Typical desktop PC has 8Mb of memory
● Your server might have 64Mb (if you're lucky)
● 1999 – Java EE 1.2
● Problem - Java wants a lot of memory

– Optimization:  Multiple web applications in a single Java process



Application Servers

● Try to solve all the world's problems
– Most of which you don't have
– Every piece of code on a server is a potential security hole

● Allow you to deploy multiple applications in a single Java process
– Great idea if you only have 64Mb of memory
– Do you only have 64Mb of memory?

● Large memory footprint (~100Mb)
● You get tons of technologies you don't use



Q&A
You don't need an ORM

(and you might not need a relational database)



The Magic Hard Drive In The Sky

● Are you using a relational database?
● Are you looking everything up by primary key?
● Then you don't need one.



Do you really need an ORM?

● Violates the DRY (don't repeat yourself) principle
– A Java class is a schema for data
– A database schema is a schema for data

● Modern web applications are usually converting rows  objects  → →
JSON
– Entity classes = validation?

● SQL is not hard
– If you understand sets, you understand SQL
– For anything complex, you will need it anyway



Q&A
Threads for I/O?  Really?



Threads for I/O?  Really?
● It's 1982.
● You press a key on the keyboard
● What happens?

– A hardware interrupt  is generated
– The CPU stores the register contents and
– Jumps to the interrupt handler  code

● Why?
– Because the computer might be doing 

something else



Threads for I/O?  Really?
● It's 2014.
● You press a key on the keyboard
● What happens?

– A hardware interrupt  is generated
– The CPU stores the register contents and
– Jumps to the interrupt handler  code

● Why?
– Because the computer might be doing 

something else



Threads for I/O?  Really?

● Why does it work this way?
● It's fast and efficient
● It's simple

– Hollywood principle – don't call us, we'll call you

● It's reality
– A network packet shows up.
– You didn't know it would show up at that time.
– But you have to deal with it.



Threads for I/O?  Really?
● It's 1990
● You want to read a file from disk
● What happens?

– Turn on the disk motor
– Time the LED shining through the hole in the 

disk
– Move the head
– Read some data into a memory buffer
– Process it



Threads for I/O?  Really?

● Why does it work this way?
– Because the computer only does one thing at a time
– It can only run one program at a time
– It couldn't possibly have anything else to do but wait for motors to move things

Is that true of any computer you use?

No. Not even your phone.



Threads for I/O?  Really?

● 1990s.  Networking for PCs is getting important.
● Preemptive multitasking is here.
● OS's get threads.

– Threads are great for parallel computation
– Programs get threads

● Multitasking lets you program as if your program were the only 
thing using the computer
– But it's not.



Threads for I/O?  Really?

● 2000s.  File I/O in a modern OS:
– Program asks to read a file
– OS puts the calling thread to sleep
– Goes and gets the data
– Wakes up the program thread

This is a model designed for a single-user, single-process computer. 
WTF?



Threads for I/O?  Really?

● What are we really trying to do?
– Respond when an unexpected I/O event happens – network I/O
– Run X with the data in some file
– Run X with the data from some network connection

● What's interesting is the work we want to do
● What's NOT interesting is managing the plumbing that gets the data



Threads for I/O?  Really?

● You have an amazing, efficient I/O scheduler
● And it's in your OS's kernel!
● Managing the relationship of threads and I/O in the application layer 

makes it less likely that you'll use it effectively
– And makes it very hard to change your threading model



Threads for I/O?  Really?

● Threads are a great abstraction for parallel work
● They were lying around when Java was invented
● Thread + pretending it's the 1980s is a terrible way to do I/O – 

wrong tool for the job
● Java NIO helps some

– Frameworks like Netty take it further
– You still have to fake async file I/O with thread pools
– But the entire stack needs to be async



Q&A
java.util.not-so-concurrent



Hide Your Locks, Hide Your Threading Model

● java.util.concurrent is full of semi-useful things
● Most of them are about how to block threads

– I.e. they are tools for limiting  concurrency
– Once baked into a codebase, very  expensive to remove

● The more a lock is used, the more chance someone is using it wrong



Hide Your Locks, Hide Your Threading Model

● A simple pattern to hide your locks:
public interface Receiver<T> {

  void receive (T obj);

  void failed (Throwable t);

}

● Do your locking right, in one  place, then call the receiver
– If paranoid, take steps to ensure T can't be passed outside the Receiver or used if it is

● You can replace or eliminate the threading/locking model at any time
● It's usually better to eliminate the reason for a lock if you can



Hide Your Locks, Hide Your Threading Model

● Hide your Futures too
– Future is a way to block while background work happens
– ...it's a way to do background work...in the foreground!

● If you expose a Future, you're offering the caller a chance to block
– Like saying 'Please use this wrong!'
– The only useful feature is cancel() - expose it another way:
public interface Cancellable {

  public void cancel();

}



Q&A
Avoid Big Things



Avoid Big Things

● Libraries that try to do everything 
usually don't do everything well

● Many types of bug come from 
thinking you have one problem when 
you have more than one



Q&A
What can we do?



Threads for I/O?  Really?

● Demand true asynchronous APIs for things like JDBC
– Throwing things in a thread pool != asynchronous, it's a hack-around
– But for some things it's the best we have for now

● Stop using thread-per-socket frameworks
– It doesn't scale



JavaBeans Are An Antipattern

● Avoid mutable state as much as possible
● Use 'final' any place you can

– You can always un-final, but it's incompatible to go the other way
– You can't take salt out of the soup



Avoid Big Things

● Choose libraries that solve one  problem per-library
● Then you can combine the best with the best

– And replace pieces when new things become available

● Don't trust things that try to save the world



Application Servers

● Use small frameworks that only do what you need
● Merge JARs if necessary – your server is a program;  you should be 

able to run it with java -jar



Threads for I/O – Really?

● Hide your threading model
– That way, you can change it

● Avoid thread-per-socket frameworks
● Avoid frameworks that expose ThreadLocals for managing state

– This will not work in an async world – they will break compatibility or die
– Yes, this means almost every Java EE web framework

– But server-side HTML generation is dead anyway

● Look at async frameworks like Netty, Vert.X, Acteur, Akka.io



Inheritance Breaks Your Brain

● Design small classes with immutable data
– The ideal interface has one method
– The ideal class has only final fields

● Think of composing small parts, not things that can be other things
– Don't create the ToasterCoffeePot!
– If you wouldn't do it in the physical world, don't do it in software

● An overlap in functionality = a shared dependency
– Decompose problems into small units



Q&A
Questions?
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